Vapros tutorial
In this tutorial, we demonstrate how to explore the molecular basis of autism and Rett
syndrome and their relation with oxytocin using Vapros starting with the keyword “autism.”

Enter “autism” in the search window and select(click) one from the picklist displayed.
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In the search results, we find 24 entries in phenotype category.

In the list, we find the relation with Rett syndrome and MECP2 gene, and
the gene has 89 molecular interactions. In addition, EIF4E is related with
autism with 205 molecular interactions. The details of EIF4E can be found
by ticking the far left check-box and click
(G button.

“Molecular interaction” viewer follows the
button click and the
interaction is displayed graphically. If the number of interactions is large, the
data will be displayed in a table format.

The list here does not ring the bell.
We return to the search result list to choose another entry.

Back to the search result list by
clicking the tab of the browser

By revisiting the search result,
we can move to OMIM description about autism and the relation with EIF4E.

Jump to DB（OMIM）
EIF4E gene locates on the 4th chromosome. A mutation
on the gene may be a cause of the symptom.

Model mouse has been established.

Knock out of 4E-BP2, an EIF4E-binding protein, results in
aberrant behavior of mice.

Check 4E-BP2

Click 602224

Reference link to PubMed

Jump to DB(OMIM) 602224.

DNA cloning was conducted not in the context of autism.

Important genes found.

Search Vapros, again.

Scroll down.

Description on
mice appears.

Jump to original papers.
By careful check of OMIM, we can find MTOR is
also involved in autism.

According to the inspiration obtained by OMIM link, “mtor” is used as a new query.
“mtor” is short, so simple keyword search will produce many false positive results,
which can be prevented by limiting the search for gene and proteins with
“[gene/protein]” tag. As a result, we can easily find 12 related entries. Similar
filtering can be achieved by using pull-down menu for type above the search result
table. We can also select the genes for human by using a pull-down menu for
organisms.

To NCBI

To UniProt

NCBI tells that MTOR is a Ser/Thr kinase and is bound by rapamycin.

UniProt tells the sequence and binding
partners of MTOR.

UniProt describes an interaction between MTOR and EIF-4EBP1 at the Interaction section.

Jump to UniProt
3D structure in
complex can be
found.
UniProt description has “Structure” at the bottom.
Click PDB ID

Return to the page for OMIM602224.

4EBP2 which binds EIF4E is located downstream of MTOR. MTOR is targeted by rapamycin. Hence rapamycin has
potential to regulate protein expression.

The cause of autism should be complex. Yet autism caused by the aberrant EIF4E on
the 4th chromosome may have a way for cure.

Investigate autism caused by aberrant MCP2 next.

Return to the first search-result table and find two hits. Click each hit.
The Molecular Interactions shown in both links are
topologically the same, although they look different.
By clicking “RETT SYNDROME”, the detail
of the syndrome can be found in the link.

Two links (#300496 and #312750) were found. Both descriptions were contributed by the same person. Click #300496
which is the latest.

Click!

The list of genes
for autism was
found. This
information was
not described in
#312750.

MECP2 is related to AUTSX3.

Click #312750
MECP2 is the same as methyl-CpG-binding protein-2.

What kind of protein is methyl-CpGbinding protein-2?

click

MECP2 is one of the key
proteins for neurogenesis.
The gene is located on X
chromosome, hence lethal
recessive inherited gene.

Vapros realizes speedy and
reliable search compared with
other search engines. The
evidence for any statement can
be found on the linked DBs.

